Abstract
● Objectives:
This project examines new effective targeted nanoparticle molecules for
Pancreatic Cancer Therapy (PCT). Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are hybrid
materials formed by metals ions and bridging ligands. Because metals and
ligands can be combined in an almost infinite number of ways, with each unique
combination having correspondingly unique properties, physicochemical
properties of MOFs can be tuned for specific applications. For this project, MOFs
may be used as delivery vehicles for imaging agents, drug molecules, and
electron donating groups, possessing advantages over existing nanocarriers.
● Methods:
In this paper, an open-source molecular editing program with an
auto-optimization feature that is able to determine the theoretical values of a
structure’s atomic properties is used to model MOFs. The program enables
users to build virtually any molecule and will find its optimal geometry based on
various force field options(a set of equations to optimally place atoms and
calculate a relative energy that can be used to compare different conformations
of such molecules ).
● Data and Conclusion
Twenty porous metal-organic frameworks were chosen to undergo
bio-computational analysis in the treatment of tumor cell. Zn4O(CO2)6
compound had an optimization energy of 325 kJ/mol and thus was the
thermodynamically most stable compound. C8H6O4 was the computationally
most stable, but least functional(smallest surface area) one. MOF-200 was best
after taking into account stability and functionality.
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Materials
• 20 compounds were chosen for their various structure types, organic ligands, and general geometry to be
used in computer simulations
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• 1 to 7 have the same MOF-5 structure with three dimensional pores and mixed functionalities
• 8 to 15 are possible linkers that may be used in between the joints
• 16 to 20 are linkers with different functional groups attached to it which can possibly be used as electron

Example: Simulation of MOF-5 with a molecular weight
of 5,318.334 g/mol and optimization energy of
3,619.166 KJ/mol

donating groups

Introduction
● Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is one of the top 10 leading
causes of cancer death worldwide. Although over 10% of patients may
be resectable at presentation in specialized centers, median survival is
only 12-18 months with less than 10-20% of resected patients surviving
beyond five years. This is because the symptoms and signs of pancreatic
cancer are highly nonspecific, causing patients to be diagnosed at an
advanced stage.
● Oxidative stress is the earliest symptom of cancer. Excessive
accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) caused by simultaneous
dysfunctioning of a number of mechanisms results in cancer. This results
in major damage to proteins and lipids by increasing lipid peroxidation
and causing unwanted oxidation of proteins as well as nucleic acids.
● Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are compounds that consist of
metal ion clusters (joints) coordinated to organic molecules (ligands) to
form extremely porous structures that can be modified and altered in a
myriad of ways. The pores of MOFs are stable during the elimination of
guest molecules, providing great prospective applications in gas storage
and catalysis. Moreover, they can be utilized as delivery vehicles for
contrast agents, drug molecules and electron donating groups. They are
easily synthesized and intrinsically biodegradable as a result of relatively
labile metal-ligand bonds, making it possible to rapidly degrade after the
intended task is completed.
● MOFs must retain their identity as single particles and not be vulnerable
to aggregation in order to function. However, given the large specific
surface area characteristic of nanoparticles, even small magnitudes of
Van der Waals attractions are adequate to cause the nanoparticles to
aggregate.
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Stereochemical and Thermodynamic Analysis of the
Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) for the
Pancreatic Cancer Therapy (PCT)

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of the
nMOFs (scale bar: 500 nm)

MOF-74

MOF-5

Optimized Energy Measurement & Analysis

Zn4O(CO2)6

Mg4O(CO2)6

Co4O(CO2)6

C10H8O4

C8H6O4

● The images above prove Metal-Organic Frameworks’ porosity (the
space inside the cube). Porosity of MOFs could be altered by adding
various functional units or different ionic nodes, as illustrated in the
previous section. Yet such altering combinations does affect
optimization energy, and it is important to choose a right combination
with higher stability.
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Ni4O(CO2)6

Fe4O(CO2)6

Mn4O(CO2)6

Cd4O(CO2)6

Compound
Names

Molecular
Formula

Molecular
Weights (g/mol)

Optimization
Energy (kJ/mol)

M1O(CO2)6

Zn4O(CO2)6

553.672

M1O(CO2)6

Co4O(CO2)6

M3O(CO2)6

C18H10O4
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MOF-180

MOF-200

Compound
Names

Molecular
Formula

Molecular
Weights (g/mol)

Optimization
Energy (kJ/mol)

324.858

Linker No.1

C8H6O4

166.131

92.580

527.884

1,325.666

Linker No.2

C10H8O4

192.168

669.202

Mg4O(CO2)6

389.372

372.661

Linker No.3

C12H8O4

216.190

130.269

M4O(CO2)6

Ni4O(CO2)6

526.925

1,512.325

Linker No.4

C14H10O4

242.227

185.136

M5O(CO2)6

Mn4O(CO2)6

511.904

1,143.882

Linker No.5

C18H10O4

290.270

224.477

M6O(CO2)6

Fe4O(CO2)6

515.532

1,175.643

MOF-177

C27H18O6

438.428

389.906

M7O(CO2)6

Cd4O(CO2)6

741.796

330.047

MOF-180

C33H18O6

510.492

1,816.789

MOF-200

C45H30O6

666.716

657.346

Table 1. Optimized Energy of Various Joints

Nanoparticles

MOF-177

Table 2. Optimized Energy of Various Linkers

● Ni4O(CO2)6 compound has the largest optimization energy,
meaning that even under optimal conditions, it is
thermodynamically least stable. In contrast Zn4O(CO2)6
compound has the smallest optimization energy, which means it
is the thermodynamically most stable compound.

● Among the conformations of shown in table above,
C8H6O4 was the computationally most stable, but the least
functional(smallest surface area) one. MOF-200 was best
after taking into account stability and functionality.

Models of possible nanoparticles

● Electron properties of functionalized MOFs will be used as effective
contrast agents
● High porosity of MOFs can allow for efficient drug delivery
● Electron donating groups can be attached to MOFs which will
mitigate the effects of ROS.

MOF Structures
High porosity and
surface area
Metal oxide
clusters

Functional
Groups

MOFs are capable of combining desirable features of both
porous carbon and metal oxide materials to yield a structure
with high porosity and long life cycles.

Zinc Joint + 3(C8H6O4)

Zinc Joint + 3(C10H8O4)

Zinc Joint + 3(C12H8O4)

Zinc Joint + 3(C14H10O4)

H2BDC-2Cl
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Zinc Joint + 3(MOF-177)

Zinc Joint + 3(MOF-180)

Compound
Names

Molecular
Formula

Molecular
Weights
(g/mol)

Optimization
Energy (kJ/mol)

Zinc Joint + 3(C8H6O4)

C24H24O13Zn4

781.960

444.226

Zinc Joint + 3(C10H8O4)

C33H30O19Zn4

992.100

2,290.664

Zinc Joint + 3(C12H8O4)

C39H30O19Zn4

1,064.164

643.574

Zinc Joint + 3(C14H10O4)

C45H36O19Zn4

1,142.276

783.027

Zinc Joint + 3(C18H10O4)

C57H36O19Zn4

1,286.404

889.683

Zinc Joint + 3(MOF-177)

C84H60O25Zn4

1730.880

1335.049

Zinc Joint + 3(MOF-180)

C102H59O25Zn4

1946.065

4344.184

Zinc Joint + 3(MOF-200)

C132H96O13Zn4

2151.687

2034.681

Table 3. Optimized Energy of Zinc Joint Joined with Various Linkers

Zinc Joint + 3(MOF-200)

● Since the
Zn4O(CO2)6
compound had
the smallest
optimization
energy among
the 7 metal oxide
compounds, we
joined it with
various linkers
and calculated
how they would
perform

H2BDC-Br

H2BDC-NH2

H2BDC-NO2

H2BDC-Br

Compound
Names

Molecular
Formula

Molecular
Weights
(g/mol)

Optimization
Energy (kJ/mol)

H2BDC-2Cl

C8H4Cl2O4

235.021

131.851

H2BDC-Br

C8H5BrO4

245.027

114.124

H2BDC-NH2

C8H7NO4

181.145

137.129

H2BDC-NO2

C8H6NO6

212.136

184.705

H2BDC-Benzene

C12H8O4

216.190

261.464

Table 4. Optimized Energy of C8H6O4 Joined with Various
Functional Groups

● The main parameters affecting the various linker
compounds’ relative destability are thought to be:
○ Halogen atoms: more unpaired electrons
○ Benzene group: Increasing aromaticity and electronic
delocalization (increase in the number of molecular
orbitals with π character) occurs.

● Following a thorough analysis of twenty representative porous metal-organic
frameworks, we have found that Zn4O(CO2)6 compound was the
thermodynamically most stable compound as a joint. For linkers, C8H6O4 was
the computationally most stable, but least functional(smallest surface area)
one. Thus, MOF-200 was the best linker after taking into account stability and
functionality.
● Metal-Organic Frameworks can be highly varied with various different
possible metals at the joints and different linkers to act as ligands. It is found
that MOFs with combinations of functional groups will outperform others
with only a single functional group, but the consequent complexity leads to
an increase in optimization energy, thereby making it less thermodynamically
stable. In general, these highly mixed metal compounds perform better than
single metal compound. However, optimization energy increases. In order to
find the optimal MOF, one must take into consideration both stability and
complexity.
● As stability and safety are proved for these new medical nano-molecules,
they can actively replace traditional drugs.

Conclusion
● Twenty porous metal-organic frameworks were targeted for their
representation of a wide variety of structure types, metrics, sizes and
functionalities of pores to undergo computational analysis by studying
their nanocrystalline form, performance, and properties as PCT. Their
nature as easily synthesized compounds and biodegradability alongside
their wide variety of potential applications, including delivery vehicles for
contrast agents, drug molecules, and electron donating functional groups
renders them as strong candidates for a new generation of cancer
treatment.
● Following our computational analysis of the chosen MOFs, it is significant
that the energy profiles of these MOFs change differently and follow the
general behavior expected in VSEPR theory. Additionally, it is found that as
we increase functionality, the optimization energy increases
correspondingly - meaning that more effort/energy is required in order to
stabilize the compound. Optimally, we not only want high complexity,
which would entail increased porosity and thus function, but also stability
and inefficiency. However, there is always a trade-off between stability and
functionality.
● Ultimately, it is found that Zn4O(CO2)6 with 3(MOF-200) as linkers would be
the optimal MOF under the given conditions.
● Future work may take a few directions.
○ One is the continued investigation of a variety of factors such as
reactivity/conductivity and electrostatic potential of MOFs for
optimization.
○ It may also choose to focus on deciphering the specific impacts of
various MOF structures on the optimization energy.
○ It can also look out translating such optimized structures into a reality
and utilizing them in actual clinical trials.

